
Traditions Wood Shutters are enhanced with a wide 

assortment of options and upgrades. Each can be

matched with a custom paint or stain to create a look 

of unsurpassed elegance.graberblinds.com 19-4154-00 (9/06) 60541

Combining exceptional craftsmanship with timeless

appeal, Graber Traditions Wood Shutters are truly an 

investment in your home’s enduring beauty. From 

traditional to contemporary, sophisticated to whimsical,

the Sheffield Collection graces any room with an added

measure of character.

Hide-a-Tilt™

With a hidden tilt bar, this popular option provides 
a contemporary look with an unobstructed view 

to the outside.

experience
makes all the difference

The heart and soul of the Graber difference is its
commitment toward creating the "Best Experience"
possible. From consultation through installation, every
Graber window treatment produced brings with it the
ultimate in customer service. Add to that the window
fashion industry’s most comprehensive warranty 
program and you have a great illustration of action
speaking louder than words.
Our experience. Your satisfaction. 
That’s the Graber difference.

Custom Arches
A window’s unique personality can be further 
accented with a custom arch. With spans up to 
an impressive 108 inches, the Sheffield Collection 
offers the widest arches in the industry.

originality
insists on choices

Hinges and 
Pull Knobs
Distinctive finishes 
coordinate perfectly 
with the many available
paints and stains. 
Choose from Satin Nickel,
Antique Brass, Bright
Brass, White or 
Off White (hinges only).

Frames
Four styles work in 
harmony with the 
unique shape and size 
of virtually any window.
Select from L-Frame, 
Z-Frame, Sill Frame 
or Hang Strip. 

GRABER® is a product of Springs Window Fashions, the Best Experience Company
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harmony
is effortless

CUSTOM COLOR PROGRAM

Color is the element that brings a room together.

With the nation’s only custom color program

Traditions Wood Shutters can be color matched

to your woodwork, wall coverings, paint, fabric

and more.

COLOR MATCHING SYSTEM

In addition to the collection’s 4 stock paints and 4 stains,

Traditions Wood Shutters can be color matched to any

Traditions Wood Blind or competitive shutters at no 

extra charge.

Bypass Panels
Ideal for patio doors, individual or paired panels slide past
each other, gracefully revealing the outside view.

French Door Cut-Outs
Distinctive curved or rectangular cut options beautifully 
complement euro-style door handles or traditional knobs.

Louver Styles
With a look reminiscent of fine furniture, Traditions shutter louvers are available in 

four distinct sizes offering a variety of exceptional benefits: 

1 1⁄4" – Perfect for smaller windows; combines the light control of mini blinds with 

the elegance of shutters.  

2 1⁄2" – The most traditional; the shutter becomes the room’s focal point.  

3 1⁄2" – More design flexibility and outside visibility.  

4 1⁄2" – Best view to the outside; almost disappear when open.

inspiration
fuels the imagination

Bi-Fold Panels
Popular for larger windows or sliding glass doors, panels
are hinged together and fold like an accordion.

A unique advantage of Traditions Wood Shutters 

is their ability to seamlessly connect a room’s 

décor with the natural beauty of the outdoors. 

These stylish panel options provide the classic 

combination of fashion and function.

Café Panels
This classic style covers the bottom part of the window
allowing light to enter above while maintaining a 
measure of privacy.


